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the Mosquito Sees
Uncovering the hidden world of insects
Images and text by Stephen L. Doggett

Giant glowing orbs, fluorescent bands with 
radiating patches, bodies that appear to 
be burning so bright that they appear 

ready to burst in an explosion of flames, and ghostly 
luminous parasites. Sounds like the stuff of science 
fiction…or even nightmares? Well no, in fact this is 
all perfectly normal…if you are a mosquito!

Insects like mosquitoes do not see the same light 
wavelength as we do. What we call ‘visible’ falls in 
the wavelength range of 380—740nm. While insects 
can see some light in the visible wavelength range, 
they can also see ultraviolet (UV), which has a much 
shorter wavelength that covers 10-400nm.

As a consequence, the world looks different to a 
mosquito, in fact, very different. Eyes that appear 
black as pitch to us radiate brightly under UV like 
glowing spheres. Membranes on the body shine as 
hot as the sun. Colours that are normally invisible 
suddenly appear, while parasitic mites fluoresce 
bright pink and orange.

If you are interested in how a mosquito appears 
to another mosquito, then turn the page!

Wondering how these shots were taken? An explana-
tion of the equipment used follows. 

Firstly, a very solid tripod is required. I have a 
Manfrotto carbon fibre unit with a central geared 
column (model MT0573C-G). A geared tripod head 
is necessary for the fine focusing adjustments 
required and a Manfrotto 405 is perfect for this 
job. Plus being Italian made, means that it looks 
great (and probably makes you a better lover!). A 
focusing rail is also necessary to facilitate the tiny 

adjustments required and I do recommend the 
superb German constructed Novoflex Castel-G. All 
the images are ‘stacked’, which means that shots are 
taken at different focal points and then combined 
in software to provide a greater depth of field. In 
order to be consistent in taking the shots at different 
focal points, an automated device like the Cognysis 
Stackshot is to be recommended. Next comes the 
camera and Canon has to be recommended due 
to their excellent macro lens range. I use a Canon 
7DII coupled with the amazing MPE-65 lens, which 
can magnify up to 5x (Laowa have a 2.5-5X ultra 
macro lens, but this is not as flexible as the Canon 
version which can magnify over 1-5X). Naturally a 
flash is required for the visible light shots and the 
Canon MT24ex couples perfectly with this system. 
For the UV images, a powerful UV torch such as the 
Jaxman U1C works well (you can buy UV flashes at 
around $USD1,000 each from maxmax.com, but you 
may need two). A neutral background that does not 
fluoresce will be required as the back drop. I use a 
blue cardboard folder. Plus you will need a meaty 
computer to process the stacked images, along with 
programs such as Lightroom, Photoshop, and Zerene 
Stacker, to process and stack the shots. Plus there are 
all the accessories such as clamps, bags, batteries, 
chargers, backdrops, pinning equipment, etc. Don’t 
expect much change from $USD20,000! 
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Top Left: Toxorhynchites speciosus, natural 
light left, UV right.

Middle Left: Coquillettidia xanthogaster, 
natural light left, UV right.

Bottom Left: Culex annulirostris under UV 
with mites.

Top Right: Sabethes cyaneus, natural light-
ing left and UV right.

Middle Right: Anopheles annulipes, natural 
light left and UV right. Note the mites.

Bottom Right: Coquillettidia xanthogaster 
viewed under UV front on.


